ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN:
GRADUATE PROJECT
BIRD OBSERVATION CENTRE
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LOOKING NORTH/ THE NEST

Errol, a sleepy town situated between Perth and Dundee, is
characterised by its former brick factory and agricultural
footing. It sits atop a slight hill; the original red bricked vein
of the high-street prominent against a more recent sprawl
of culdesacs. The majority of the landscape around the town
is bare; water-logged fields and spindly trees visible in every
direction. Sheep scatter fields and several small hills appear
as a smudge in the backdrop.

introduction

A nest envelops wild lives, sheltering its occupants from
the harsh winds and rains of the North. Our buildings are
our nests. Like birds, we must appreciate the power of the
landscape upon our interventions; both buildings and nests
alike in their vulnerability to external forces of nature.
The architecture of my project perches on a moving body of
water, meaning the surrounding land will shift and evolve
over the years. On a geological time-scale, our architecture
exists paper thin and superficial against the great waves and
movements of the earth. The Bird Observation Centre aims
to capture this idea; the joy of project appears long after
the architect has finished as the reed-beds thrive and the
foundations of the building are hidden by the growth of the
island.
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INTRODUCTION

introduction

In the North small rural towns lack facilities, sitting
neglected as they are situated too far from the city to be
given adequate attention. Errol, while arguably tamer
in character than communities even further North,
endures aspects of this definition. It sits on a spectrum of
‘Northernness’ feeling not only the harsh winter, but the
relief of spring, the moment when the sun finally emerges
through the clouds. My project aims to celebrate this
spectrum; the form of the Bird Observation Centre acting
as a nest to protect its inhabitants while simultaneously
providing open greenery to enjoy in the warmer months.

topos

topos

Situated on the banks of the River Tay, The Bird Observation Centre marks the
completion of a Green Route through Errol. Varying landscape characteristics
mark the passing of the journey along the route, sequences of space
interpreted as ‘outdoor rooms’. These rooms inform the spaces within each
location, allowing communication between the landscape and each proposal.
My project draws attention to birdwatching; its site far enough away from the
town to be secluded, yet close enough to be accessible down the winding marshy
path. Along this path, a series of smaller hides are dotted; guiding the way and
introducing the project.
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SKY
TIMBER

The bird observation centre aims to be understood
as a heavy brick wall emerging from the ground,
with lightweight timber slotted among it. With this
categorisation it is important to note however the
near impossibility of simplification of elements into
Brick and Timber, hence the overlap- ‘Connection’.
While it may be attractive to follow the order of these
groups, the spaces within do not fit perfectly, nor do
they totally align with the tectonic and steriotomic
understandings of these materials. The architectural
expression and character existing within these spaces
also rely on factors external from their materiality.

CONNECTION
BRICK TO TIMBER
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TYPOS/tectonics

Treetop nest
typos

typos

The tectonics of the project can be understood by
exploring three types of nest, each defined by their
materiality. Tracing the materials back to their
origins, appreciating their differing proximities to
the earth, we can categorise the project into three
fundamental parts.

Ground level nest

EARTH
BRICK
Mud nest
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1. ENTRANCE
2. HEARTH
3. RECEPTION
4. CAFE
5. OUTDOOR AREA
6. LIVING AREA
7. DINING AREA
8. KITCHEN
9. ACCOMMODATION
10. ELEVATED CORRIDOR
11. OFFICE
12. MEETING ROOM
13. TOILETS
14. EXHIBITION SPACE
15. VIEWING ROOM
16. CLASSROOM
17. VIEWING TOWER

typos

typos

The use of brick within the project is crucial in order
to root the building to its site; Errol’s original buildings
dependant on brick from the nearby Brickworks. This
is explored through the heavy wall circulating the
project.
The brick wall acts as a protective boundary for the
nest, containing the Hearth (entrance), the Elevated
Corridor, the Observation Room and the base of the
Tower. The definition of the route by the heavy wall is
fundamental to the project, and to the choice of brick
as a material.

EARTH

typos

typos
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The brick wall exists as a base for the
project, creating a backdrop for the timber
rooms to sit in front of. These spaces
explore the connection between the brick
and the timber and they journey out from
the main circulation space created by the
brick wall.

CONNECTION

Classroom

typos

typos

Observation Tower

typos

typos

The lightness of the timber characterises the
remaining elements of the building, elevating these
spaces to become independent from the brick wall.
While the brick dominates the majority of the
project, the Accommodation and Timber Walkway
exist separately; an extension of the building without
the heavy brick base. These spaces reach towards the
sky in a lighter tectonic language, belonging more to
the birds in the trees than the earth.

SKY

topos x typos

topos x typos
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There is a point in the project at which the boundary
separating ‘building’ and ‘land’ becomes confused
so ‘TOPOS X TYPOS’ clarifies the project through
methods of construction. A cofferdam allows the
area to be cleared of water, enabling the construction
of the concrete foundations. The brick diaphragm
wall is constructed on top, two metres above water
level to protect the bricks from water erosion.
The land of the island is then packed between the
foundations and the wall to create the island.

TOPOS X TYPOS

Due to the tidal nature of the stretch of water,
the project also incorporates predictions for the
growth of the island. The concrete foundations
and the brick wall are able to not only contain the
land placed there during construction, but collect
additional land. The project is ‘pinned’ in place
with its foundations, while the land surrounding is
able to exist in a more natural manner, collecting
sediment over time.
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